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1. GENERAL WORKPLAN 

Earlier on in 2009, taking into account the discussion within the IVOA about Registry 

Curation tools, the work plan for this deliverable had been re-organized as follow: 

TASK DATE COMMENTS 

Inputs gathering 
EuroVO-AIDA Technology 

Forum 

16 – 19 March 2009 

Gather possible inputs in relation to 

Curation tools from the European 

community 

Discussion and 

crosscheck with 

IVOA 

IVOA Interoperability 

meeting  

25 – 29 May 2009 

Fill the IVOA community in with inputs. 

Discuss applicability of needs within the 

IVOA community and gather 

requirements 

Basic design of 

tool capabilities 
June 2009 

Make a top level design of possible 

curation tool with the possibilities 

available at the time 

Tool presentation 

IVOA Interoperability 

meeting 

9 – 13 November 2009 

Show the tool implementation at the 

interoperability meeting 

 

 

As planned, specific report and discussion about Registry Curation tools took place at the 

EuroVO-AIDA Technology Forum (16-18 March 2009), as reflected in: http://cds.u-

strasbg.fr/twikiAIDA/pub/EuroVOAIDA/ThirdTechnologyForum/WP3_-_Registry-Curation.pdf 

This has been the occasion to discuss within EuroVO-AIDA about the plans for Registry 

Curation tools, and to prepare a dedicated session on this subject at the IVOA 

Interoperability Meeting (28 May 2009, Strasbourg): http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-

bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/InterOpMay2009ResReg#Reg_3_Curation_Practices_and_Too 

The subject was introduced by Christophe Arviset, recalling the work that had been done 

in the past within the IVOA context and the specific plans within EuroVO-AIDA WP3. 

There were presentations from various IVOA partners (US-NVO, Canadian-CVO, Euro-

VO), which showed some existing curation tools effort and which led to discuss 

collaboration and determine altogether how to move forward on this matter. 

The conclusion from this discussion was to focus the effort on two areas: 

1. Curation of the Registry Resource 

2. Curation of the Service Interface 

We commonly agreed not to address the Curation of the astronomical data itself, as this 

is the responsibility of the Data Centres themselves who know better the data and 

therefore are more able to determine their quality and if they should be published 

through the VObs. 
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There was quite some discussion about the validity of the Curation Tools, which then led 

to the conclusion that we needed to find a process to ensure that these Curation Tools 

can be “validated” by the IVOA community so they are trustful for the data centres. 

On one hand, within EuroVO-AIDA WP3, we developed specific curation tools for the 

Registry Resource and we deployed them on the Euro-VO Registry (http://registry.euro-

vo.org/index.jsp) on 06 November 2009. 

On the other hand, within EuroVO-AIDA WP3 and in collaboration with NVO, we 

developed Curation Tools for the Service Interface called DALValidaters and we deployed 

them on the Euro-VO Registry on 06 November 2009. 

As planned both efforts have been presented at the IVOA Interoperability Meeting in 

Garching, Germany (9-12 November 2009) in the Registry Session at: 

http://www.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpNov2009Reg/20091110RWG-Curation.pdf 

This has been very well received by the IVOA community, who showed a clear interest on 

their existence and appreciated the efforts done to build these as IVOA common tools, 

including a path for their “validation” and future collaborative improvements, which will 

lead to their wider acceptance in the IVOA community. 

More details of both curation tools are given in the following sections. 

This deliverable is then considered complete. 
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2. CURATION TOOL FOR THE REGISTRY RESOURCES 

To ensure the quality of the Registry Resources entered into the Euro-VO Registry, some 

checks need to be performed when service provider insert or update new resources, 

mainly the compliancy with the corresponding resource XML schema and specific checks 

on the various inputs parameters. 

This has been implemented through the Euro-VO Registry HTML Forms (http://registry. 

euro-vo.org/insert.jsp), and it includes: 

� checking the compulsory and optional metadata 

� Title, Identifier, Publisher, Description, etc. 

� checking the correct XML schema data types 

� Identifier, Date, Reference URL, etc. 

� Regular expression restrictions 

� Email, Identifier, all ivo-ids, etc. 

� Other specific restrictions 

� Short Name, etc … 

Such checks can be seen in the following figure: 
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Once the HTML Form has been filled in, some final validation steps are performed prior to 

the final insertion of the resource in the Euro-VO Registry, in particular: 

� Correct Identifier for Authority Resources 

� Format and not already existent in IVOA 

� Correct Identifier for all Other Resources 

� Format and locally controlled AuthorityID 

� XML Schema validation against XSDs 

� Final database metadata validation 
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3. CURATION OF THE SERVICE INTERFACE : DAL VALIDATERS 

The second area of Registry Curation Tool relates to the curation of the Service Interface, 

i.e. to determine if the Service is compliant with the IVOA service specifications.  

This is mainly concentrated on IVOA most popular and widespread DAL (Data Access 

Layer) services such as: 

� SCS : Simple Cone Search 

� SIAP : Simple Image Access Protocol 

� SSAP : Simple Spectra Access Protocol 

� SLAP : Simple Line Access Protocol 

Based on the existing efforts in that context within IVOA, we initiated a specific 

development collaboration with NVO to extend their DALValidaters tool with the following 

work plan: 

1. Share knowledge and expertise about the DALValidaters software so it can be 

extended to more IVOA DAL services specifications 

2. Make the DALValidaters web pages modular so it can be deployed at various 

Registries in an easy way with project associated logo and with clear NVO, Euro-

VO and IVOA reference 

3. Fix minor problems and improve the SCS and SIAP DALValidaters 

4. Develop the SSAP and SLAP DALValidaters 

5. Write associated documentation on SCS, SIAP to SSAP and SLAP DALValidaters on 

the IVOA Registry wiki pages 

6. Determine an IVOA wide “review/validation” process for the DALValidaters to be 

accepted and improved by the IVOA community, being open to future 

collaboration 

Steps 1 to 4 have been performed with the resulting software being available in a 

common project and code repository available at: http://trac.us-vo.org/project/nvo/wiki/ 

DALValidater  

As such the software is open for further collaboration and improvements from more IVOA 

partners. In fact, it is interesting to note that Canadian-VO project already indicated that 

they would be ready to participate by adding the IVOA TAP (Table Access Protocol) to the 

DALValidaters. 

The DALValidaters software can be deployed at various registries through: 

� a web service with an HTML result page  

� a direct HTML check page 

Both pages have a common look and feel for the common checking / resulting parts, but 

the header can be adapted to the specific project registry (ie NVO, Euro-VO) and the 

footer makes clear reference to the common NVO, Euro-VO effort in the context of the 

IVOA. 

Examples on how the DALValidaters have been deployed on the Euro-VO Registry are 

given in the figures below. 
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Validating your resources before you insert them in the Euro-VO Registry 

http://registry.euro-vo.org/validate.jsp 
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Result of a SCS Validation 

http://registry.euro-
vo.org:8080/dalvalidate/ConeSearchValidater?endpoint=http%3A%2F%2Fheasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov%2Fcgi-

bin%2Fvo%2Fcone%2FconeGet.pl%3Ftable%3Da2led%26&RA=180.0&DEC=60.0&SR=1.0&format=html&show
=fail&show=warn&show=rec&op=Validate 
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Furthermore, for each resource already present in the Euro-VO Registry, a check button 

(calling the DALValidaters) has been added as shown below: 

http://registry.euro-

vo.org/result.jsp?searchMethod=XPathQLSearch&select=%23ServiceType%23%3D%27SimpleImageAccess%27 
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Step 5 consisted in writing the appropriate documentation about the exact checks 

performed by the DALValidaters so the IVOA community can understand better the 

results when validating their DAL services.  

This has been done on the IVOA Registry wiki pages available at: 

� http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/ServiceValidation  

� http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/SIAValidaterTests   

� http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/SSAValidaterTests  

� http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/SLAValidaterTests  

We encouraged the IVOA community to check these pages, to verify if the DALValidaters 

actually check what they are supposed to check and if our interpretation of the 

corresponding IVOA DAL standards specifications is correct. 

Furthermore, these pages will also be used to indicate potential future developments, 

indicating in particular corrections of the DALValidaters for proper validation, extra 

checks and further improvements and potential collaboration from other partners. 

Step 6 (“review/validation” process for the DALValidaters) represents the “last but not 

least” area of work which is crucial for the confidence and wide acceptance of the 

DALValidaters within the IVOA community. 

This process has been presented and accepted at the IVOA Interoperability Meeting in 

Garching, Germany (9-12 November 2009) and people recognized its value for the 

overall improvements of the DALValidaters and ultimately of IVOA DAL services as a 

whole.  

The process consists of entering a “virtuous circle” as follow: 

� Release the DAL Validaters 

� Checking the resources 

� Checking back the DAL Validaters 

� Fixing the resources (if needed) 

� Correcting the DAL Validaters (if needed) 

� Defining DAL Validaters improvements (new / stronger checks) 

We will start this circle for existing DAL services currently covered by DALValidaters (ie 

SCS, SIAP, SSAP and SLAP) and this will be naturally extended for new IVOA DAL 

services to be covered in the future (e.g. TAP, SIAP v2, ….). 
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